Which fields in Full Text Finder can be used for custom information for managed and custom titles?

When uploading items into your collection you have the option of appending certain elements for managed titles. The following fields can be added for managed resources in a managed package:

- Custom Coverage Begin
- Custom Coverage End
- Coverage Statement
- Custom Embargo
- Hide on Publication Finder

If you have a Managed Resource in a Custom Package you can append all of the above in addition to the following fields:

- Custom URL
- Custom Package Name

Custom Resources allow the most flexibility in which fields can be appended, however, your administrator will be responsible for maintaining all of the fields for the item. Custom Resources in Custom Packages allow you to append all of the fields previously, in addition to the following fields:

- Plus Title
- ISSN (print/online)
- ISBN (print/online)
- DOI (will not display on UI for this release)
- Author
- Editor
- Illustrator
- Edition
- Publisher
- Peer Reviewed
- Resource Type
- Description

See also:

What are the fields available for uploading my holdings to Full Text Finder?